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INTRODUCTION
The goal of the Edgewater/Park Historic District (EPHD) is to preserve the historic fabric of the neighborhood in a way
that harmonizes any existing changes with a tiered system based on the rating assigned by the Historic Sites and
Structures Inventory (Appendix C). The guidelines are not meant to restrict creativity, but to set up a framework within
which sympathetic design will occur. Within such a framework, there can be many different design solutions which may
be appropriate. The intent of these design guidelines is to maintain the integrity of our neighborhood, as originally
constructed; to protect property values for home owners; to keep single family homes where they have been built
traditionally; to regulate the building of new homes; and assist with renovation and moving of existing homes. The
following guidelines regulate new construction, should such a circumstance arise.
The Edgewater/Park Neighborhood is zoned R-1 Single Family Residential which permits only single-family style homes.
Ideally, a new building in the EPHD should fit seamlessly into the fabric of the neighborhood. Historic districts support
neighborhood stability, uniqueness and variety. The continuity of the streetscape, as seen from the road, should be
consistent with the contributing buildings already on the street, maintaining existing scale, density, and atmosphere.
The objective of the EPHD is to ensure the quality and compatibility of infill (new construction) by explaining the details
that add value and reference in this historical neighborhood. Historic designation acknowledges a property's
importance and sense of status within the community.
The newly formed Edgewater/Park Neighborhood Association has created a sense of community by hosting block parties
and neighborhood garage sales; promoting a safe and harmonious living environment for its residents; protecting this
special place from incompatible development; and preserving our valuable homes. The distinctive makeup of our
neighborhood should ensure that people are likely to purchase homes here and to work together for the enhancement
of the neighborhood over time. Studies across the United States have concluded that historic designation and the
creation of historic districts increase - or at least stabilize - property values. With support from the Mishawaka Historic
Preservation Commission (MHPC), we have established these design guidelines for any future changes in our EPHD, to
preserve the historic character of this neighborhood.
The objective of the Mishawaka Historic Preservation Commission (MHPC) is the preservation and conservation of the
unique character of many of the city's residential and commercial areas recognizes that the preservation and protection
of the elements that make these areas attractive is consistent with the goal of residential and business district vitality.
The historic district objective is to protect a significant concentration, linkage, or continuity of sites, buildings, structures,
or objects united historically or aesthetically by plan or physical development. The conservation district objective is to
retain the overall physical dimension of areas through appropriately scaled and sited new construction as well as
sensitive rehabilitation of those structures which continue to retain functional usefulness.
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TERMINOLOGY AND DEFINITIONS
Historic District: A full Historic District regulates all exterior changes to a property, site or setting.
EPHD: Edgewater Park Historic District
MHPC: Mishawaka Historic Preservation Commission

ARCHITECTURAL INTENT
PRIMARY BUILDINGS: The single family dwelling occupying a single lot.
ACCESSORY STRUCTURES: Any structure secondary to the principal building on the lot.
MASS: The three dimensional outline of a building.
Consider the mass of all building parts (i.e., house, garage, integrated porch, and breezeway).
FOUNDATION/ FIRST FLOOR ELEVATION: The supporting base upon which a building sits and the finished elevation of
the first floor living space.
BUILDING MATERIALS: The visual, structural, and performance characteristics of the materials visible on a building
exterior.
OPENINGS/FENESTRATION: The design, arrangement, and proportioning of windows, doors, and openings.
OTHER ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS: These items extend the mid-century house mass into the landscape.
PATIOS AND PORCHES: Flat constructed areas, adjacent to the house, which extend the living space into the exterior
environment.
PARKING & STORAGE ACCESS: Locations of driveways and access to storage of all vehicles, including but not limited to
cars, RVs, boats, ATVs, etc.
SETBACK: The distance a building is set back from a property line.
ORIENTATION: The direction a building faces.
BUILDING ENTRY: The actual and visually perceived approach and entrance to a building.
SPACING: The distance between contiguous buildings along a block face.
BUILDING HEIGHT: The vertical distance measured from the established grade opposite the middle of the front wall of
the building to the highest point of the roof. Whenever a building is located upon a terrace or slope, height may be
measured from the average grade level of the building wall.
BUILDING OUTLINE: The silhouette of a building as seen from the street.
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Guidelines for Existing Structures
District Wide
The overall approach of the guidelines is to ensure that any future changes don’t detract from the
overall appearance of the neighborhood or adjacent properties.
Properties will be grandfathered as the date of council approval. Any changes or modifications after this
period will need to follow the established guidelines.
Review is required of Non-Contributing buildings. The Mishawaka Historic Preservation Commission
considers proposed work to ensure that the changes are compatible with the existing neighborhood.
Window and door size and placement as well as building materials should maintain the look for vintage
materials on homes of the period.
Front yard fences and decking are generally discouraged, as this neighborhood does not generally
contain such historically.
Landscaping- Mature trees should not be removed except in instances of disease, to allow for an
addition, and if causing damage to the sidewalk and or damaging structures. In-kind repair will not
require a COA (aluminum gutter with aluminum gutter, asphalt roof with asphalt roof in same or
complimentary color).
Building color is not restricted by these guidelines.
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Non-Contributing
The overall approach is to ensure that any future changes don’t detract from the overall appearance of
the neighborhood or adjacent properties.

Contributing
Porches- Homes with existing closed porches will be encouraged to return to an open porch to match
adjacent properties. Existing open porches should remain open and not be enclosed.
Siding-Homes with aluminum, asphalt or vinyl siding may maintain existing. Homeowners will be
encouraged to return siding to the original material at the time of initial construction.
Windows- Windows will be encouraged to be of the same size and opening type as original, glass
divisions should match, but true dividers are not required.

Notable
Homes must retain original elements if possible. If replacement is proposed, materials must match
original, rather than alternative materials. Removal of non-sensitive changes is encouraged.
Windows-Repair of original windows is encouraged.
Siding- Repair rather than cover original siding.

Outstanding
Retention of original elements is of paramount importance. Repair rather than replace. If replacement is
warranted, it should be of the highest quality and reproduction in design and material.
Windows- Repair of original windows is encouraged. If new windows must be installed, they must be
visually indistinguishable from the original.
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CONTEXT FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
District Wide
Type of Work

No Approval Required

Decks

• Decks not seen from the
road.
• Repair of existing decks.
Accessory buildings (detached
garages, sheds, pools, etc.)
Fences that do not project past
the established front setback.
In-kind repair (same material
and same or complimentary
color)
Removal of trees in the side or
rear yard.

Demolition
Fences
Gutters
Landscaping
New Constructions

Accessory buildings (detached
garages, sheds, pools, etc.)

Roof

In-kind repair (same material
and same or complimentary
color)

Certificate of Appropriateness
Required
Decks on the front of structures.
Any primary structure, or portion
of any primary structure.
Front yard fences.

Removal of mature trees in the
front yard (between the sidewalk
and the house).
All new primary structures and
any addition visible from the
street.
Replacement of slate and tile
when repair is infeasible.

CONTEXT FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
Contributing
Type of Work

No Approval Required

Porches

Opening of existing closed
porch.
Maintenance of existing
aluminum, asphalt, or vinyl
siding.
Same size and opening type as
original.

Siding
Windows/Doors

Certificate of Appropriateness
Required
Enclosing of existing open porch.
New front porch.

Changes to size or opening type.

Notable
Type of Work

No Approval Required

Porches

Opening of existing closed porch.

Siding

Maintenance/repair of existing
aluminum, asphalt, or vinyl
siding.
Repair of original windows.

Windows/Doors

Certificate of Appropriateness
Required
Enclosing of existing open
porch.
New front porch.
Covering original siding.
Changes to size or opening type
New windows of same size.

Outstanding
Type of Work

No Approval Required

Porches

Opening of existing closed porch.

Siding

Maintenance/repair of existing
aluminum, asphalt, or vinyl
siding.
Repair of original windows.

Windows/Doors

Certificate of Appropriateness
Required
Enclosing of existing open
porch.
New front porch.
Covering original siding.
Changes to size or opening
type.
New windows of the same size.

ENFORCEMENT PROCEDURES
Enforcement of the preservation guidelines for an historic district are made possible in the Historic Preservation
Ordinance of Mishawaka, Ordinance No. 3444, Chapter 125 of Mishawaka's Code of Ordinances. The HPC shall issue a
Certificate of Appropriateness before any construction, reconstruction, alteration, demolition, or moving of any house
or structure within the historic district is commenced. This Ordinance does not, however, prevent the ordinary
maintenance and repair of any building or structure which does not involve a change in any exterior feature, nor does it
prevent the reconstruction, alteration, demolition or moving of any building or structure which the Building
Commissioner or other official has determined to be a hazard to public safety.
A Certificate of Appropriateness shall be required for any work which alters any portion of a structure that is visible from
the street. Changes or alterations to a side or rear wall do not require a Certificate of Appropriateness, provided that
these walls are not visible from the street. The Department of City Planning and its staff will be responsible for
determining what is and what is not visible from the street. This decision will be made on an individual basis taking into
account multiple views and angles which can be viewed from the street.
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CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS FILING REQUIREMENTS AND APPLICATION

I.

The following documentation is required:
A.

B.

NEW CONSTRUCTION
1.

Site plan indicating existing structure, driveways, major landscaping, and location of proposed
new buildings, driveways and landscaping.

2.

Photographs showing a view from the street with the building site and adjacent properties.

3.

Façade rendering.

4.

Description or sample of materials to be used.

5.

Any additional supporting materials necessary for the Preservation Commission to make a
decision.

REHABILITATION OF AN EXISTING STRUCTURE AND MAJOR LANDSCAPING:
1.

Photographs indicating existing condition.

2.

Description of proposed rehabilitation activity.

3.

Description or samples of materials used.

4.

For substantial rehabilitation, applicant(s) must also supply site plans, elevations, floor plans,
and additional supporting materials necessary for the Preservation Commission to make a
decision.

II.

A Ten Dollar ($10) fee shall be charged to cover the cost of processing the application.

III.

Applications are to be filed at least two (2) weeks prior to the regularly scheduled Commission meeting.

(SEE APPENDIX FOR CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS APPLICATION)
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PROCESS FOR CONSTRUCTION APPROVAL
The final decision is made at a public hearing before the Mishawaka Historic Preservation Commission.

MISHAWAKA LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE
https://www.municode.com/library/in/mishawaka/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=PTIILADECO

MISHAWAKA – HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
Created in 1990, the Mishawaka Historic Preservation Commission is a group of citizens appointed by the mayor with
the goal of educating city residents about the methods and merits of preservation, and safeguards the City’s historic and
cultural heritage by working to preserve sites of significance.
The main goals of the Mishawaka Historic Preservation Commission are to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Work with Neighborhoods to create Historic Districts and Preservation Guidelines.
Help homeowners protect and preserve their properties.
Provide FREE professional advice to city residents.
Create public enthusiasm for the protection of the unique character of the community’s past, present and for
the future.
Procedures for the Revisions of the EPHD Design Guidelines:

Guidelines will be reviewed every 5 years. In this event:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Changes to the guidelines, if desired, may be initiated only by the Edgewater/Park Neighborhood Committee.
The Edgewater/Park Neighborhood Committee informs the MHPC of the proposed changes to the guidelines.
Actual revisions to the guidelines are finalized by the Mishawaka Historic Preservation Commission (MHPC).
All property owners in the Edgewater/Park Neighborhood Committee are notified of the proposed changes in
the guidelines. They are given copies of the proposed changes and notice of the time and place of the public
hearing on the proposals.
5. The Edgewater/Park Neighborhood Committee provides a system whereby all property owners have the
opportunity to cast a vote on the proposals. Each lot will get one vote.
6. If a majority of the property owners who cast a vote to approve the changes, the new guidelines are sent to the
MHPC for ratification.

It may become necessary to revise sections of the guidelines because of state enabling legislation. In this event:
1. The Edgewater/Park Neighborhood Committee will draft the appropriate change.
2. The change will be advertised through the EPHC’s traditional information methods: emails, newsletters, and
social media.
3. After advertisement, the change will go to the MHPC meeting for a public hearing and approval.
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Edgewater Place Historical Background
By Mike Esposito
Introduction
The Edgewater Place Historic District (herein Edgewater District) in Mishawaka, Indiana consists
of 86 single-family residences on North Cedar Street, Edgewater Drive, Park Avenue and John Street.
All but 11 of these were built prior to 1930. Overlooking the north bank of the St. Joseph River, the
Edgewater District includes houses from two different neighborhoods—the Riverside Addition and
Edgewater Place. Bordered on the south and east by the river, the district’s western boundary is the
Center for Hospice Care. When the neighborhoods were established, the Elkhart and Western Railroad 1
right-of-way provided a northern border to both developments. Though the tracks are gone, the border
remains.

The Times
Riverside and Edgewater were developed during a transformative time in history. As
Mishawakans made decisions leading to the creation of the neighborhoods, America was exiting the
“Gilded Age” and entering the “Progressive Era.” Changes in technology, decisions in government,
economic activities and many other factors, from both periods, impacted the people who envisioned, built
and initially lived in the neighborhoods. Then, as now, national issues had local influence, and before
looking locally, let’s look nationally.
During the Gilded Age, which began around 1877 and was concluded in the late 1890s, 2 U.S.
industrial output surpassed that of any country in the world. 3 In this age, corporations assembled massive
financial empires by monopolizing industries like railroads, oil, steel, cotton and textiles, among others. 4
To churn out mass-produced products, companies built immense factories which turned cities into
polluted labyrinths of metal and brick. In these places hundreds of employees toiled 10 or more hours a
day, six days a week for little pay. 5 By 1900, the average working man earned only $400 to $500 a year. 6
Women worked just as long but earned half as much, and children lesser still. 7 Labor, like other
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resources in the Gilded Age, was plentiful. Each year, hundreds of thousands of low-skilled job-seekers
came to cities from farms and foreign countries 8 and were put to work in unsafe and unsanitary facilities 9
(inclusive of facilities in Indiana). 10 By 1900, industrial accidents were killing 35,000 workers and
injuring another 500,000 each year, 11 more than any other industrialized country. 12 In response, labor
unions formed, but they had limited success in improving working conditions or workers’ pay. 13
As the Gilded Age wore on, it seemed to many Americans the blessings of liberty were being
crushed under the heel of corporate trusts. The government offered the people few protections. In certain
areas, local governments were run by corrupt political machines. 14 Nationally, the federal government,
with its gold standard monetary policy, high tariffs and laissez-faire attitude, seemed more concerned
with the welfare of businesses than the welfare of people.15 Something had to change.
By the 1890s, reformers were organizing. Groups arose to address child labor, relief for the poor,
women’s suffrage, workers’ rights and electoral reform, and other issues. Though cumulatively labeled
“Progressives,” 16 activists were not in a centralized group and their movement was not a unified
crusade. 17 Government action, at all levels, would be their means to make lasting changes. 18
Between 1901 and 1920, the years when much of Riverside and Edgewater Place was developed,
Progressives achieved many of their goals. Presidents Theodore Roosevelt and Woodrow Wilson broke
up several monopolies. Tariffs were lowered, banks reformed and the Federal Reserve established. Child
labor laws were strengthened and an eight-hour work day for railroad workers created. 19 Progressives
succeeded in amending the U.S. Constitution, creating the income tax, instituting the direct election of
senators, enacting prohibition, and securing votes for women. 20 However, one area where Progressives
not only failed to make change, but actively opposed reforms, related to racial equality. 21 Several leading
reformers of the era believed in white supremacy and the need for racial separation. 22

The Blank Part of the Map
In her book “Indiana’s Princess City: The History of Mishawaka 1832—1932,” Janice Bridges
includes a bird’s-eye view map of Mishawaka, originally published in 1890. The map looks over the
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town from the north, southward. Though the map is 130 years old, the contours of the modern city are
easily recognizable. Recognizable too is the influence of Gilded Age manufacturing. The Dodge facility
sits imposingly at the top of the page. Midway down the map, several factories hug the river. Numerous
streets, each lined with buildings to accommodate the town’s 3,371 residents, 23 extend in all directions.
To the left of the map, on the north side of the river, sits a large vacant field, dotted with a few
trees. Streets border it to the north and west. Across the river are several neighborhoods. That such a
large property (30 acres) 24 should sit vacant with developments all around it seems odd. Yet, on maps
going back as far as 1863, the area is blank. No roads crossed it and if structures were built there, map
makers took no note. This forgotten corner of Mishawaka would become the site of the Edgewater
District.
In 1890, Martha Niles, 25 Henry and Hannah Kremer and Louisiana Brower each owned land on
the blank part of the map. 26 That year, the newly formed Elkhart & Western (E&W) Railroad, as part of a
larger project, planned to route tracks into downtown Mishawaka. 27 To do so, the railroad secured a right
of way from Niles and Brower. The Kremers sold E&W the right of way, plus 5.5 acres of land south of
it. 28 The tracks, completed in 1893, 29 made the first mark on the map to define the Edgewater District.

The City
Between 1890 and 1900, Mishawaka’s population increased 68 percent, growing from 3,371 to
5,560. 30 St. Joseph County’s population rose from 42,457 to 58,881—a 38.7 percent increase. 31 On their
face, these numbers are impressive, but when one considers that between 1893 and 1897 the U.S. suffered
its worst economic depression in history (to that time), they are even more remarkable.32 The growth
pushed change in a variety of areas. The Dodge brothers led efforts to create Mishawaka’s first city-wide
water works system and electric grid. 33 Politically, in 1899, Mishawaka voted to become a full-fledged
city. 34 As such, a mayor would be elected for the first time. 35
Growth in the county fueled a real estate and rental “boom” in both Mishawaka 36 and South
Bend. “As fast as a house is finished it is occupied, and there are dozens of applicants for every vacant
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house,” an article said of South Bend. 37 But, in the depression of 1893, real estate sales slowed. “The
scarcity of money had a most depressing effect on the real estate market…No one has been made very
rich in either city or county real estate.” 38
The local real estate market improved as the national economy recovered. The Mishawaka
Woolen Company announced in 1897 it would add rubber footwear to its product line, necessitating the
hiring of more employees. 39 Other companies were expanding also. New people moving to town had
difficulty finding a place to live. “At the present time there is probably not a vacant house in the town
[Mishawaka],” an 1898 Tribune article read. 40

The Bridge
In 1900, only one bridge—what is now called the Main Street Bridge—connected the north and
south areas of town. With an ever growing population, the now city of Mishawaka needed more routes
over the river. In 1902, Mishawaka formed a “bridge committee,” which approached the county
commissioners about building a new bridge. 41 Seeing the need, commissioners approved the project.
Cedar Street was chosen as the site 42 and in August 1904 the new bridge was in place. 43 A street was
built between the bridge and Maple Street, where it meets what is now Mishawaka Avenue. In 1905, all
of Maple was renamed North Cedar Street. 44 The new bridge and street transformed the blank part of the
map into prime real estate.

The Founders
Riverside and Edgewater Place were founded by five well-known leaders in St. Joseph County:
James A. Roper, H.G. Niles, his son, Henry G. Niles (for clarity, the senior Niles will be referred to as
H.G. Niles and his son as Henry Niles), David A. Shaw and Archibald G. Graham. Each were involved
in Edgewater Place’s creation, 45 but only Roper, Shaw and Graham were listed as Riverside developers.46
James Roper was a Civil War veteran who, at age 16, served with Company F of the 48th Indiana
Volunteer Infantry. After the war, he became involved with furniture manufacturing and in 1888
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established the Roper Furniture Company. 47 He and H.G. Niles helped the Dodge brothers found
Mishawaka’s utility companies. 48 Roper was the vice-president of the First National Bank in Mishawaka,
and eventually became its president. 49 He was appointed as a city commissioner in 1901 50 and served on
aforementioned bridge committee. 51
As a boy, H.G. Niles moved to Mishawaka with his parents in 1837. His father, John, eventually
held controlling interest in the St. Joseph Iron Works. 52 H.G. and his brother, along with a few other men,
founded the South Bend Woolen Company in 1869 53 and he became president of it in 1903. 54 Prior to
Mishawaka becoming a city, H.G. served as a town trustee. 55
David Shaw was the Mishawaka postmaster from 1903 56 to 1909. 57 He was the only founder to
live in neighborhood—his home was 337 Edgewater Dr. 58 Shaw served on the board of the Mishawaka
Trust and Savings Bank 59 and eventually became involved with automobile manufacturing. 60 61
Archibald G. Graham was a well know lawyer who helped organize Mishawaka into a city. In
1899, he was elected as city attorney, where he served until 1908. 62 He moved to South Bend and cofounded the law firm of Brick, Gates & Graham. 63
Henry Niles was a successful businessman in his own right. Born in Mishawaka, Henry lived in
Chicago for many years where he worked for various banks. 64 65 In 1899, Henry returned to South Bend
and served as secretary of the South Bend Woolen Company. 66

The Land Rush
Manufacturing growth kept the housing market booming well into the 1900s. An article
published in The South Bend Tribune in 1903 reviewed the Mishawaka real estate market in detail.
“Never before in the history of Mishawaka…has the real estate market been so active.” The article
added, “Many who purchased lots two years ago have realized from 33 to 50 per cent [sic] on the
investment.” At least 300 more new homes were needed in 1903 and, “[B]y this time next year 500 will
not satisfy the demand.” 67
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The opportunities in real estate propelled Roper, Shaw and Graham into action. Two months
after the bridge committee recommend the Cedar Street site, the men incorporated the “St. Joseph Valley
Land and Improvement Company.” 68 On that same day, they bought the former Kremer property (5.5
acres) from E&W for $1.00. 69 They still needed the old Bower property (2.75 acres) to have enough land
to build Riverside. Shaw acquired it in October 1903 for $1,500. 70 The Niles family already owned land
near the bridge. To develop it, H.G. Niles and the other founders incorporate the “Niles Realty
Company” on June 24, 1904. 71
As the two companies organized, the city laid out the road connecting the bridge to Maple Street.
The designated route cut across the Riverside property, separating a narrow tract from the main section.
Rather than having Riverside straddle the street, the land to the east was incorporated into Edgewater
Place. 72 On today’s map, houses set between Cedar Street and 319 Edgewater Dr., 321 Park Ave. and
322 Park Ave. are (roughly) in the segment transferred from Riverside to Edgewater.

“The Ideal Place to Live”
Mishawaka Common Council approved the plat of Riverside on May 6, 1904 73 and the following
month, a notice appeared in The South Bend Tribune:
The Ideal Place to Live.
The new Riverside addition at the north end of the New [sic] Cedar street [sic]
bridge is sure to be the most beautiful residence location in Mishawaka. It being
free from the smoke and odors of the factories, where the land is high and
dry…This addition is only a minute’s walk from [the] street car line and within
four blocks from center of the city. 74

The plat filed with the Common Council divided Riverside into 28 lots, nine of which abutted the
river. 75 A sampling of title transfer notices in the Tribune showed lots ranged in price from $400 to $575
in 1905-06 and would rise to $600 to $900 by 1910-11.
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Plat approval for Edgewater Place was given on May 2, 1905. 76 Nearly three times the size of
Riverside, Edgewater was parceled into 93 lots. Some parcels, either as they were initially sold, or in
later years, were merged into larger properties. On Edgewater Drive itself, each of the 37 lots had a
corresponding section of the river bank included with it. These river bank sections were separated from
each property by the street. 77 Three days after approval of the plat, this notice appeared in the Tribune:
Edgewater Place.
This is certainly the most beautiful location for a home in Mishawaka
with all improvements in and paid for: Such as water, sewer, shade trees, cement
walks, cement curbs and pavements. Not only these advantages, but it is
centrally located, being only five blocks from the business part of the city. See
Geo. F. Eberhart, agt…. 78

Vacant lots on Edgewater Drive, in 1906, were selling for $1,200 each. 79 Houses there were
intended to be, if not mansions, then certainly upscale. A June 1904 article in the Tribune noted: “Four
prominent citizens will soon have constructed homes…on Edgewater drive [sic]…ranging in price from
$2,500 to $4,000.” 80 In 1906, W.L. Chandler planned to build a house costing between $4,000 and
$5,000. 81 As a comparison, the national average to build a new (non-farm) house in 1905 was $2,275. 82

The Other Side of the Tracks
Since the establishment of Edgewater Place, the five acres83 north of it (the area presently behind
the Ace Hardware on Cedar Street) has been used for industrial purposes. In January 1908, the Concrete
Manufacturing and Construction Company bought the land from Niles Realty. 84 A few houses on
Edgewater Drive were built by this company. 85 Additionally, this company made materials used in the
construction of the Mishawaka High School 86 (which now serves as apartments for senior citizens). 87
In 1917, the Dodge Manufacturing Company bought the property and established a flour mill
there, which closed in 1923. 88 Later, the site became a gravel pit. In the 1930s, the city and the pit
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owners came to an agreement whereby the city could dump trash there. 89 More recently, the area was
used by the South Bend Modern Molding Company and the City of Mishawaka Central Services
Division. In December 2015, the city vacated the area and tore down the remaining structures in 2017. 90

A Park With No Name
As the Progressive Era began, a new approach to urban design was growing in popularity. Titled
the “City Beautiful” movement, its advocates believed the inclusion of “municipal art” (parks, wide
boulevards and grand buildings) 91 in metropolitan areas promoted good morals in city inhabitants. 92 In
1905, City Beautiful was a cutting edge concept and it influenced the design of Edgewater Place. A 1.5
acre parkland was incorporated into the heart of the development and Edgewater Drive was created as an
wide promenade along the river. Niles Realty invested in trees and plants for the park and streetscapes. 93
By 1915, as Niles Realty dealt with a series of challenges, park maintenance was left undone.
The next year, the company offered the park to the city at no charge, to be used for “park purposes
only.” 94 The Common Council voted to accept the property. A September 19, 1916 Tribune article
noted, “The tract was accepted by the city,” and, “The city will take care of the park.” 95
But what, exactly, were “park purposes?” That was never defined and over time, as more and
more house encircled the park, neighbors argued over how it should be used. On top of this, the city
seemingly forgot it owned the property (as will be seen, below). A series of Tribune articles from 1931 to
1940 trace a curious sequence of events related to park upkeep and use, cumulating in an incident where a
police officer fired his pistol during a ball game in the park.
In 1931, 90 percent of residents signed a petition asking the Board of Public Works to repave
Park Avenue. 96 The board agreed, but required property owners to pay a percentage of the paving cost.
At the same time, a separate petition from neighbors asked the board to incorporate the “boulevard
parkway” into the city’s park system.
The street was repaved, the bills were sent out and in short order six residents appealed to their
assessment. They said whomever owned the boulevard parkway should pay half the paving cost. 97 When
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the board denied their appeal, they filed a lawsuit. 98 Board of Public Works President J. Leon McKenna
(clearly unaware the city owned the park) said if the objectors did not stand down, the city would not
incorporate the land into the park system. Further, no one had paid taxes on the property in years and the
city might seize it and sell it to developers. 99
Eventually, cooler heads prevailed. A Tribune article from 1940 suggests residents paid the full
cost of paving. 100 In 1933, the city incorporated the boulevard parkway into the park system. Upon the
request of some neighbors, the city banned use of the park as a playground, and promised never to put
playground equipment there. 101 Only after this drama—in 1934—did the city discover it had been given
the land in 1916. 102
Though ownership of the park was settled, how it was to be used was not. Some neighbors said
children should be allowed to play there, while others felt that as a “beauty site” it was off limits to such
activities. Over the years, police were routinely called to clear the park of playing youths. 103
On a Tuesday in May 1940, a policeman, who had already been to the park twice that day, was
summoned a third time “to break up a ball game.” The frustrated officer fired his gun into the ground
“…in an attempt to halt one of several boys who fled” as he approached. 104 The next day, three women,
“irritated by the patrolman’s use of a gun” went to see Mayor Castleman. The mayor assured the women
the policeman had been “admonished.” 105 Hardly appeased, the “irritated” women circulated a petition to
have the park officially made a playground. 106 The Board of Public Works, citing earlier agreements,
declined to do so. 107
To this day, there is no playground equipment in the park. However, attitudes of neighbors have
changed and no one objects to children, or adults, playing there. Though it took decades, the ideals of
City Beautiful are now realized in Edgewater Place.

Troubles
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At age 76, H.G. Niles died in 1909 from Bright’s disease 108—an affliction of the kidneys. 109
Niles did not leave a will and his son, Henry, was appointed administrator of the estate.110 Not long after
Niles died, it became clear that the South Bend Woolen Company (herein Woolen Company) was in
fiscal trouble. 111 In 1914, creditors took the Woolen Company to court and won a $15,000 lawsuit. 112
Henry Niles, who now led the company, could not stop it from becoming insolvent. Area business men
attempted a rescue in 1915 by providing short-term support. When that ended, the company again
became insolvent. 113
The American Trust Company became the executor of the estate. To pay off debts and
judgements, they sold H.G. Niles’ properties, including those in Edgewater. 114 In early 1916, frantic
advertisements in The South Bend Tribune and the South Bend News-Times were urging people to buy in
Edgewater. “As executor of the estate of the late Henry G. Niles we find it necessary to turn the realty
holdings of this estate into money as quickly as possible,” one ad read. 115 A June 1916 advertisement
declared: “Lots that formerly sold at from $700 to $1,000 are now cut to $450 and $600. Lots that were
priced at $1,500 to $2,500 are now $1,000 and $1,500.” 116
Henry Niles resigned from the Woolen Company in 1916 and moved to Chicago, where he went
to work for the Central Bond and Mortgage company. 117 He died there in 1933 at age 71. 118
Meanwhile, in Riverside, James Roper faced his own financial woes. In 1914, he was sued by an
ad agency in Chicago for $30,000. 119 In 1915, he, Henry Niles and three others were sued by five
different banks for claims totaling $35,000. 120 In 1916, the Drovers’ National bank of Chicago sued
Roper, Henry Niles and others in circuit court for $22,240. The next year, Drovers went back to court
alleging Roper transferred assets to his wife and other people to avoid paying the judgement. 121 As this
was happening, Roper’s furniture business, which had moved to Dixon Illinois in 1910, 122 went
bankrupt. 123 Like Henry Niles, Roper and his wife left town, moving to Long Beach, California in
1916. 124 In 1939, at age 93, Roper died. He was the longest lived and last to die of the founders. 125
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David Shaw left town in 1913, 126 but not for financial reasons. Shaw went to work for the Grant
Motor Company. The manufacturing plant opened in Cleveland, Ohio and while there Shaw became the
company president. 127 He died in the early 1930s. 128
Archibald Graham stayed in the area and continued a prosperous law practice in South Bend. In
1926, he ran in the Republican primary for the U.S. Senate, but was not nominated. He died in 1935 at
age 62. 129

Conclusion
With virtually all the lots sold, the Niles Realty Company officially ceased operations in 1926 (no
notice of dissolution was found for the St. Joseph Valley Land & Improvement Company). 130 The names
of these companies have faded into history, but what they initiated appears more remarkable as time goes
on. Walking around the Edgewater District, one is struck by the beauty of the neighborhood and the
diversity of its houses. Sizable English Revival houses are but a block from cozy bungalows. American
Four-Squares sit beside Craftsmen Cottages. In all, at least 16 different house types are represented,
making the neighborhood a veritable catalogue of Progressive Era architecture. These houses, coupled
with the park and the river, make Edgewater an exceptional place.
Since the days of H.G. Niles and James Roper, residents have recognized the uniqueness of
Edgewater and worked to preserve it. In 1915, an “Edgewater Improvement Association” was formed to
address neighborhood-wide needs. 131 Later, in the park use debate, both sides were motivated to do what
was best for the neighborhood. Today, as residents discuss new issues, they too want preserve the unique
nature of what is around them. Everyone knows what we’ve got is wonderful and we want to keep not
just for ourselves, but future residents.
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Lots 1-12 Edgewater Place
Lot 1 Lehman Replat
Lots 17-34 Edgewater Place
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Lots 70 , 71 & 72 Edgewater Place, 7’ Vacated Alley between Lots 72 & 73, Lots 73-92 Edgewater Place
and 7’ Vacated Alley North and adjacent to Lot 73-92 Edgewater Place
Lots 14-19 Riverside Addition
Lots A & B and Outlot C of Center for Hospice First Replat
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Addresses by Category
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405 Cedar
315 Edgewater
351 Edgewater
322 North Park
344 North Park
346 North Park
321 South Park
339 South Park
421 South Park
429 South Park

Contributing
301 Cedar
309 Cedar
314-316 Cedar
315 Cedar
409 Edgewater
447 Edgewater
449 Edgewater
451 Edgewater
1002 John
308 North Park
310 North Park
314 North Park
318 North Park
326 North Park
330 North Park
334 North Park
340 North Park
350 North Park
402 North Park
406 North Park
410 North Park
416 North Park
418 North Park
424 North Park
426 North Park
432 North Park
438 North Park

Contributing (cont.)
303 South Park
307 South Park
311 South Park
315 South Park
317 South Park
325 South Park
329 South Park
335 South Park
343 South Park
349 South Park
355 South Park
361 South Park
401 South Park
407 South Park
409 South Park
415 South Park
425 South Park
433 South Park
437 South Park
445 South Park

Notable
311 Cedar
307 Edgewater
319 Edgewater
321 Edgewater
325 Edgewater
329 Edgewater
333 Edgewater
337 Edgewater
365 Edgewater
435 Edgewater
1006 John
345 South Park
357 South Park
449 South Park

Outstanding
321 Cedar
403 Cedar
301 Edgewater
311 Edgewater
345 Edgewater
400 Edgewater
417 Edgewater
427 Edgewater
439 Edgewater
453 Edgewater
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